
Chapter 8: Dryland/Low-Snow Lesson Plans
By Stuart Kremzner

�e goal of these lesson plans is to provide the BKL leader with a framework to operate in when
there is not enough snow to ski. �ese plans can be implemented in a relatively small area,
indoors or outside. �e fundamental goal is to develop basic sport skills such as balance,
rhythm, ski-specific timing, technique, agility, and general fitness.

�is chapter is divided into three sections:
1) Basic lesson plans
2) Description of exercises including Dynamic Warm-up, Speed Ladder Drills, and Agility

and Cone exercises
3) Age-specific modules that coaches/leaders can integrate into the lesson for di�ferent age

groups

When running sessions, one of the best formats is to have stations where children are doing a
specific exercise in smaller groups. When adding in age specialized exercises, just have 1-3 age
specific stations that just those ages rotate through 2-3 times. For maximum e�fectiveness and
continuity, add in these elements twice per week. As children advance, add in more tempo and
timing changes to teach them more about regulating tempo and changing gears when it is time
to sprint.

Can try some grass skiing if willing to scratch some ski bases…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AIEr-082WU&list=PLZrpBGJYys86T1-dW-GLuqgxzCu40A
e8-&index=3
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Lesson One
Objectives

● Learn new exercises and basic ski movements
● Improve balance, coordination, and fitness

Skill Focus
● Using basic ski movements to become familiar with balancing on one leg
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Basic athletic stance
- Single leg balance
- Single leg balance

with closed eyes
- Single leg ball tosses

Agility Drills 20 min Level 1 Agility Drills on page
114

Skill Practice 20 min Games: Follow the Leader,
Red Light Green Light, relays
(see Games chapter on page
80)

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Lesson Two
Objectives

● Learn new exercises and basic ski movements
● Improve balance, coordination, and fitness

Skill Focus
● Using basic ski movements to become familiar with balancing on one leg
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Skills from Lesson
One

- Single leg balance
with arm swing

- Single leg balance
with arm and
opposite leg swing

Agility Drills 20 min Level 1 Agility Drills on page
114

Skill Practice 20 min Games: Follow the Leader,
obstacle course, tag games
(see Games chapter on page
80)

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Lesson �ree
Objectives

● Learn new exercises and basic ski movements
● Improve balance, coordination, and fitness
● Develop ski-specific skills

Skill Focus
● Becoming familiar with balancing on one leg
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Partner falling drills
with an emphasis on
ankle �lexion

- Single leg balance
with arms (eyes shut)

- Single leg hops
- Double leg hops

Agility Drills 20 min Level 1 Agility Drills (page 114)

Skill Practice 20 min Practice skills taught above
and integrate into Follow the
Leader and relays (see Games
chapter on page 80)

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Lesson Four
Objectives

● Learn classic technique-specific exercises
● Improve balance, coordination, agility, and fitness
● Develop ski-specific skills

Skill Focus
● Becoming familiar with balancing on one leg
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Skills from previous
lesson

- Double leg (bunny)
hops 3x~10m (focus
on extension of arms
and legs)

- Double pole motion
(try with a hop)

- Single leg hops
- Double leg hops,

Agility Drills 20 min Level 2 Agility Drills (page
118)

Skill Practice 20 min Practice skills taught above
and integrate into Follow the
Leader and relays. Finish
with a game (see Games
chapter on page 80)

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Lesson Five
Objectives

● Learn skate technique-specific exercises
● Develop lateral agility and balance
● Improve balance, coordination, agility, and fitness

Skill Focus
● Becoming familiar with skate technique and arm movements
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Skills from previous
lesson

- Explain basic skate
motion

- Side-to-side skate
steps

- Side-to-side skate
hops

- Double leg (bunny)
hops

Agility Drills 20 min Level 2 Agility Drills (page
118)

Skill Practice 20 min Practice skills taught above
and integrate into Follow the
Leader and relays. Finish
with a game (see Games
chapter on page 80)

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Lesson Six
Objectives

● Learn skate technique-specific exercises
● Develop lateral agility and balance
● Improve balance, coordination, agility, and fitness

Skill Focus
● Becoming familiar with skate technique and arm movements
● Coordinating the upper and lower body

Equipment
● Cones, speed ladder, balls
● Equipment for games

Terrain
● Indoor area
● Sheltered �lat terrain (protected from the elements)

Activity Time Notes

Warm up 15 min Dynamic warmup

Drills 15 min - Skills from previous
lesson

- Double pole motion
(try with a hop)

- Skate hops sticking
the landing on each
side

Agility Drills 20 min Level 2 Agility Drills (page
118)

Skill Practice 20 min Finish with group game or
relay of tennis ball biathlon,
partner tag, obstacle course
or Red Rover.

Cool Down 10 min Easy jogging or other activity

Evaluation 5 min
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Core Strength and Dynamic Warm-Up Exercises

Core strength, �lexibility, and general strength can easily be integrated into a pre-workout
warm-up called a dynamic warm-up. �e goal of this is to be a quick, functional, and highly
productive session of exercises packed into 10 minutes or so (roughly the same time a child
would usually spend jogging prior to a dryland session). �is is a great, functional warm-up to
use prior to intervals, hill bounding, strength training or any dry-land training session. If done
twice a week, many gains can be made. �is type of training has long been used by track and
field athletes with great success. �is routine e�ficiently addresses many areas of the child’s body
to improve general strength and �lexibility necessary to maintain good body position, apply
power e�ficiently, and  reduce injury risk.

�ere are many exercises that can be used for this session. Ideally you will do two sets of two
strength, �lexibility, and core strength exercises. Exercises are selected and rotated in and out to
achieve di�ferent group fitness goals and to keep the routine fresh  and exciting.

Below are some basic exercises to select from. Pick 6-8 exercises and do two sets of 10
repetitions. A�ter two weeks increase to 15 repetitions and a�ter that increase the number of
exercises. For a warm-up, keep total time to around 15 minutes. If you want to make this into a
standalone strength/agility workout, then do 3 sets and add in some speed and agility exercises.

Make sure you coach children to maintain correct body position. Correct alignment is
important for the development of good athletic posture and correct muscle firing patterns.

Key body position points are:
● Keep hips scooped (if hips are a bowl of water you want to keep them level so the water

does not spill)
● Keep back �lat and in line with hips
● Keep hips in line with shoulders
● Flex ankle at all times
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Exercises (video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95qYwDVvNas&t=1s)
● Air squats (0:12)
● Forward/backward lunge (0:27)
● Lunge jumps (0:55)
● Lying side raise (1:00)
● Fire hydrants (1:08)
● Bird dogs (1:14)
● Sky divers (1:22)
● Supermans (1:41)
● Swimmers (1:54)
● Kayakers (1:59)
● Hip �lexor pedestal (2:10)
● Bridge w/leg raise (2:19)
● Mountain climbers (2:32)
● Reverse lying side raise (2:50)
● Critter crawls (video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKmcCMzDlsg)

○ Inchworm (0:16)
○ Crab (0:39)
○ Bear (0:55)
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Agility Drills

�e important things to emphasize with all of the agility drills are good body position (hips up,
chest up, head up, hips and chest square) and rhythmic mechanics. Have the kids set the tempo
with the movements. For single leg exercises, classic ski arm movements can be utilized. For
double foot movements, skate arm motions can be used.

Level 1
Speed Ladder Progressions 2x each:

1) Forward and backward run both feet in each square

2) Forward and backward run one foot in each square

3) Forward run one foot every other square
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4) Forward and backward fast feet both feet in each square

5) Sideways both feet in each square

6) Double leg hops (coordinate arm swing with take-o�f)
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Agility with Cones: For agility with cones, the sky's the limit with your creativity! You can set up
slalom courses to run, backward run, skip, hop, you name it! Use the terrain you have to place
slalom cones going uphill, sideways, and downhill. You can even use tree obstacles or hay bales
to spice things up.

Multi-directional agility progressions can be done with figure 3, 4, or 5 formations. At each
cone/junction, change the movement mode, body position (high or low), and/or tempo (fast,
medium, slow). All of this is important in developing a sense of rhythm and tempo. �is will
translate exceptionally well to changing gears when skiing.

To increase the challenge, add more cones, lengthen the distance between cones, or increase the
number of repetitions. Below are some ideas for starters. To keep children moving you can set
up multiple stations.

● Forward/backward cone slalom with slow to medium tempo switch up (i.e. change gears
halfway through)

● Forward/backward cone slalom with medium to fast tempo switch up
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Figure �ree, Four, or Five Agility Progressions: With these progressions the key points are
good body position and ankle �lexion. Make sure children have their feet, knees, and hips in
line. If knees bend inward, have the child slow their speed.

Variations:
● Single leg hops switch legs at cone
● Forward shu��le, backward shu��le
● Le�t side shu��le, right side shu��le
● Skipping
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Level 2
Mix in 2-3 Level 1 exercises of your choice and the following exercises. For older children, add in
soccer ball passes or medicine ball tosses as each child moves down the ladder. Focus on good
body position (no sitting back), quick hands, and rhythmic feet.

Speed Ladder Agility:
1) In/out side shu��le

2) Icky shu��le: Start on the side of the ladder with the le�t foot. With quick feet shu��le
through the ladder to the right. Land inside the ladder on the right foot first and then
shu��ling to the le�t pushing o�f the le�t to land on the right foot on the outside of the
ladder. Repeat going the other way.
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3) Every other box 2-leg hops

4) Side-to-side slalom/hops (get both feet outside of the ladder)

5) Hopscotch: Start with both feet on the outside, jump in with both feet in, then back out,
and repeat.
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Cone Agility:
● Slalom with obstacles to hop or jump over
● Skip with tempo changes at cones
● Ski walk with tempo changes at cones
● Medium forward  jog, fast side shuttle, medium backwards jog, fast side shuttle
● Forward skate push-o�fs, backwards jog, backwards skate push-o�fs, forward jog

Additional Agility Exercises
● Hurdle steps over balls, sticks etc.
● Jump twist and land
● Partner mirrors movements

Age Sensitive Training Modules
�ese modules are specifically designed to be used as 15-20 minute break out sessions where
they can easily be integrated into the lesson plan. Within the basic lesson plan the coach can add
in specific elements to make the training more specific and e�fective for di�ferent level age
groups. �e module sessions can also be integrated into any on-snow practice as well.

Module 1
Age: Boys 8-10, Girls 7-9
Age Specific Elements: Balance, reaction time

Exercise Notes Key Points

Tennis ball start drops Two children lie down in a
push-up position. �ird child
drops a tennis ball 10 feet in
front of them. Children get
up, run forward, and race to
grab ball.

Stay Low

Single leg hops Hop on one foot keeping
body weight centered. Focus
on balance.

Flex at ankle

Whistle drill Leader has a whistle and
directs children with hand
signals. Each whistle signifies
a change in direction.
Children must change
direction as fast as possible.
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Module 2
Age: Boys 8-10, Girls 7-9
Age Specific Elements: Rhythmic motion

Exercise Notes Key Points

Speed ladder drills Level 1 or 2 (see pages 114 and
118)

Quick feet, high hips

Skipping Backwards and forwards
skipping through a marked
course or around obstacles.

Rhythm change drill Children alternate between
skipping, running, and ski
walking every 30 seconds at
leader’s signal.

Module 3
Age: 10-12
Age Specific Elements: Movement e�ficiency, kinesthetic di�ferentiation

Exercise Notes Key Points

Obstacle course stations Set up various stations:
- Long jump
- Squat jump
- Soccer ball pass at ~10

meters (no stopping,
continuous passing)

- Medicine ball toss
- Crab walk
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Module 4
Age: 12-13
Age Specific Elements: Balance, coordination, movement adequacy

Exercise Notes Key Points

Obstacle course Use a natural obstacle course
or create one with jumps and
things to skip over or crawl
under, etc. Repeat several
times. Can be set up as a
relay.

Easy tempo run or ski Run or ski a rolling course at
an easy pace and focus on
e�ficiency.
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